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is the 'Cloze procedure'. A reading pas$ge
is set, and every n'o wotrd is deleted. The
task is to fill in the gaps with words which
complete the sense of the passage. Obviously

This article is the second of two. In the first
(Lenguas Nfoclernas 2, December, 1975) criti
cisms of currentlv used objetive Foreign
I-anguage (nl) Proficiency test batteries were
raisecl, and a ¡rroposal for testing language
procluction was sketched.

there are two alternatives for the scorer
-he
awards a mark only for correct insertion of

The main criticism of objective rr profito their wlidity, and
rveakness in valiclity 'r.vas imprrted to faulty
test desing. In fact objective resrs may have
survivecl for so long because they are highly
relioble, and this may have tempted test-

the original rvord delcted and rejects all
or he aocepts sensible alternatives as
In
either case the test is attractive
well.

cierr<:1,tests related

others,

-it

is easy to set and score, and the alternatives
for each 'choice' are not predetermined as
they are in the typical 'key plus distractors'
item. The main drawbacks are a) the selection of a reading passage which is a fair task
for all candicl,ates (i.e. one which avoids specialized vocabulary or highly idiosyncratic
style), b) the fact that this procedure does
not reprocluce or reflect a typical case of language-in-use, and c) the psychological drawback which might produce under-perforrnance
if a candicl;ate is put off by the unfamiliar
asp€ct of a 'mutilated' text and adopts a faulty

<lesisners to sacrifice valuable measures of
«:ommunicative . competence simply because
they are notoriouslv difficult ro assess reliably.

The case most often referred to is the essay.
Different examiners or assessors may give
widel,v differing marks to the same script on
a t1,pical 'free composition' subject such as
'The Worst Dream I ever Had'. A standard
examiners' practice to retluce the unreliability of marker assessment is to average the
marks awarded by two independent scorers.
'Ihis, horvever, does not go far enough. There
are more relial¡le r.t'ays of assessing written
performance, ,and the major defects in this
pnrticular case are a) the choice of subject,
ancl b) the type of w¡itinE task assigned.

'answering strategy'.
In fact the language

of the Cloze test is
still controlled and pre-selected by the test
designer in much the same way as it is in
objetive tests

of

structure and vocabrrlary.

Nevertheless, Cloze tests are becoming increas-

ingly popular and are definitely a step in the
right direction if what is required is direct
eviclence of writing ability.

\Vnlrrxc
i,: t ltc 'Cloze' test

ii: The dictation

The nearest approach to a direct ass€s§ment
of u,ritten skills in the rr, objective test battery

Two interesting articles (Ollea
t5

1971, and

Flowever this skill will not attract credit
within the restrictions of the marking scheme
for a clictation, and therefore the test almost
certainly gives and invalid result in cases

Oller and Streiff, 1975) argue that dictation
should be reinstated in tests of rr, proficiency.
The basis of the arsument is statistical analysis of a test battery used for placing foreign
students at the iUniversity of California. Dictation was found to correlate better with the

such as this.

Both the Cloze procedure and dictation
have given encouraging results in large-scale
rials, however, and it is reasonable to suppose
that a satisfactory psycholinguistic theory will
one day show to what exten't and under what
conditions these tests can validly measure FL

overall result than any other of the five subtests in the battery, and also showe«l the best
inter-subtest correlation. Furthermore, high
co¡relations were established betrveen dictation and Cloze tests. This is seen by Oller ancl
Streiff as evidence that both dic¿ation and
Cloze procedure are valid tests of underlying
language competence. (It could just as well
be argued, however, that both are of consistently low validity).
The problem with dictation as a test of rL
proficiency lies not so much in the technique,
which is very convincingly argued for by
Oller, but in the selection of the passage to
be dictated and the method of aclministering
the test. The passage is, obviously, a predetermined sequence of sentences, and as such
it can be unfair or inappropriate for some
candidates and favourable to others in the
same way as the Cloze reading/writing test.
The possible psychological difficulties arising
from the test ,administrator's intonation,
accent, and speed of delivery are great. The
errors mentioned by Oller and Streiff show
how a candidate can underperform if he
adopts the wrong strategy for using the information 'present' in the sound-wave. What is
meant here is that, quite early on in the dictation test, a candidate may 'hear' brund soles
instead of the correct brain cells. This initial
error causes him to process what he hears
subsequently along entirely mistaken lines,
although, as Oller iand Streiff admit, with
great ingenuity. One is tempted t,o add 'with
considerable skill in the use of language'.

proficiency.

Controlled-input writing

tests

We now return to the proposal macle in the
{irst of these two articles (Lenguas I\{odernas 2, p. 53) . tHere are two hypotheses which
rnight prove useful in constructing and evalt¡ating a procltrctive test of writing skills.
a) An independent criterion of the content
validiy of a test of writing skill can be estal¡lished by comparing the activity which the
test clemands with a description of language-inuse at the required level.
b) An acceptable level of scorer reliability
can be achieved by using skilled assessors,
trained in consistent evaluation procedures
and awarding marks on a uniform and agreed
scale.

It is with these two hypotheses in mincl
tlrat the experimental tast of writing skills
rvas devised. It was experimental in that it
avoided the exclusive use of language as an
"input' or stimulus to the candid,ate, and
sought to maximise the visual element. Dicta-

tion and Cloze procedure bo-th restrict the
stimulus to arbitrarilv-chosen texts, and require the response or 'output' to be the result
o[ satisfactory processing of this stimulus. The
sequence

is

thus.

\
FrXED LANGUAGE SEEU,ENCE --)

(sound

or text with

PROCL§SING

gaps)

FIXED LAh*GUAGE SEqUENCE

(texQ

This is objected to on the grounds that

input. The result of this processing should
ideally be an exact reproduction in written
mode, of the input. Langu,age-in-use, on the

the essential activitv (processing) is under the

strict control of a predetermined

-)

language

t6

unwanted language control of his procesing
activity. It was hoped that the output would

other hand, is almost never concerned with
exact reproduction. The processing is always
interpretative and the output is a mo,difi.ed
(often an enriched) version of the input.
The clecision to use a film for the initiai
stimulus was therefore taker¡, in an attempt to
free the canclidate as far as possible from this
vrsuAl. SEqUENCE +

LANGUAGE -->

be the result of the cantdidate's autonomous,
interpretative decision and would provide a
rich auay of language data for the assessor
to evahlate. The sequence would there'fore be:

_>

PROCF-SSIñ-G

INDIVIDUALLY DETERMINED
I.ANGUAGE SEQUENCE

Satisfactory perfiomance in these three tasks
inrlicates the communicative ,competence of
the candidate. The film lasts for nine mi'n,utes; the report is to be lvritten in thirtv minutes. The candidate is encourased to take
notes (in any language) while watching the
film. Basicrlly this tes,t is a language €xpansion exercise
-it involves composing a connected account which makes sense of a conDected sequence of events with'out the original visual eiement.
The second film has a mu,ch fuller soundtrack but a much simpler visual element (cartoons and tables). The task here is to compress the input into a summary. The subjectmatter is the Colombo Plan and its ,aid prosramme for development in third-world Asian
countries. The tasks which need to be accomplishecl for a satisfactory per$ormanfe in this

The attractivelless of this procedure is that
preserves the iautonomy of the candidate,
who himself produces the sample of the ru
on which he is to be evaluated (as in the
traditional essay test) while controlling the
input in a way rvhich ensures that each candidate is exposed to precisely the same stimuli
(thus ar,oiding the greatest defect of the essay

it

tesr).

In addition, the assessor can easily ,acquain't
himself with all aspects of the stimulus by
viewing the film as often as he needs to.
The two types of film were chosen for the
following reasons. Film I is an action sequence. A girl is walking along the street when
she hears someone scream in a house nearby.
She stops a passer-by and asks him to help.
The prsser-by initially disbelieves the girl
but then both hear anpther scream coming
from the same house. They stop a man with
a ladder and persuade him to put it against
the wall of the house near an open window
on the upstairs floor. Just as the first man is
climbing up the ladder the front door of the
house opens, and a r!'om;an in a nightdress
emerges and angrily orders all three would-be
helpers to depart. The candidate's report of
what happened tests the following skills:

te§t are:

i to select and express the main ideas
ii to subordinate or eliminate secondary
clata such as exemplification

iii

It will be seen that neither of these tests
is'pure'. They involve the coordination of
complex mental skills and as such are at the
crpposite pole to tests which seek to identify

i ability to report events in sequence
ability to

use

ancl isolate discrete components of a skill and

appropriate everyday

test them one by one. In this connection it is
worth asking whether the elabolate atternpts
to isolate the elernents of langu,age for the
purpose of objective testing have any theor-

vocabulary

iii

to write up the selected data coherently

ability to process visual information and
ja comparatively meagre dialogue com-

etical justification at the level o[ rr- proficiency. As Eastwood (1964) remarks: 'Is üe de-

ponent, and transform into a written
rePort.
r7

sign appropriate for the data or are the data
being made to fit the design?' In testing for

communicative adequacy (the choice of

ru

organization <¡f icleas (tliscotrrse fea.

l:rnguage)

proficiency we are testing for ;advanced
language skills. These are essentially active,
interpretative and inrtegr-ative and it seems
perverse to- try to reduce them to component
parts. Indeed the introduction of objective
testing in the \Arest African Examination
Council school-leaving examination in English has had ,the effect of reclucing drastically the classroom time spent on teachlng
the language and increasing (sometimes u¡r
to 7501" of total hours) the time spent on
working through objective tests. (Forrest,
re75).
Tests of advanced language skills ought to
encourage a type of teachine which imparts
the mental and cognitive abilities indispensable for adequate performance in the Er.

tures)

He may also atld a fourth category for scripts

of exceptional merit, awarding creclit for the
ability to evaluate and juclge, to comment on
rnotives aud unclerlying causes, rather thel
rnerely report facts.

lVhatever the technique, the aim is clear:
to place each script in one of four catesories:

Clear pars
Borderline pass
Borderline failure
Clear failure
Some assessors prefer to have a detailed mark-

ing scheme, others work better using their
judgement of the whole performance without
classifying marks under separate headings.
Instead of the ,atomistic marking of objective tests u'here each item can only be
correct or false, there is a sliding scale of
communicative aclequacy for performance on
a productive test, running from the totally
adequate to the totally inadequate. This implies quite a different, and much more flexible approach to 'errors', which are counte(l
as more or less serious according to how they
interfere with the communicative function of

AssrsslmNr

The approach to productive language testihg
advocated

in

these articles requires expert

assessment if the test are to be reliable as
well as valid. There is therefore no place for
the t¡nskilled or mechanical assessment processes which can be applied to objective test

batteries. It is relevant to make an appeal to
the professionalism of teachers and test ad-

ministrators who have too easily given up
their rightful position in the face of the statisticians, ai:d the computer-programrners.
Like any other skilled professional (the micro
biologist, the radiologist, the doctor or psychiatrist), the expert teacher knnwq by the
normal exercise of intuitive judgement, based
on wide experience and training, what a performace is worth. Like all expert diagnosti
cians, he will find it irrelevant (probably
impossible) to list exhaustively the various
attributes of the totality which he is assessing.
But he need not worry that this is in any way
'unscientific'.
In assessing a genuine 'language performance', the scorer will attend to the Gestalt
or confi¡¡urational quality of the script, and
will mark according to the criteria of
adequacy
the soipt)

of

tl-re written text. One final point
test
-this
obviously covers listening comprehension as
well as writing ability. A further check on listening comprehension is available; if necesary, in the oral part of the productive test

battery.

Sprer¡ro
T

he structured interurcw

Language is used when there is someüing to
express or communicate.- The test administr,etor must elicit appropriate language from
the ,candidate in a face-to.face situation. This

can be done

in a number of different ways,
or pre-

e.g. usihg photographs, reading texts

coverage (tbe content of

pared topics of interest. The assessment once
again follows the same lines
perform-

-the

t8

of

is judgecl first on its
communicative adequacy, with additional

of his r¡ental faculties. On the other hand,

thc cancliclate at ease, by selectinu topics
rvhich will allow hirn to commur,icate effectively, and this calls for a svmpathetic attitucle and a flexible approach. Once more,
the forlr-categorv assessment is all that is
needed irr assessing proficiency in the spoken

battery is not an examination as

ance

tl-re ca¡rrlidate

comnrunicative competence cannot exist without the corresponding cognitive ability or
intellige nce. The productive language test

consicleratic¡n given f o clarity of diction,
fluencl' and st1le. Skill is required in putting

it is not

based on a syllabus or specific course of s,tudy.

'fhe ptrrely cognitive abilities requirecl are
rrot likely to impede effective perfornrance.
The memory is not oversffained, even in the

writing lssignment, as the most that is called
for is recall of the main events or ideas in
a nine-minute film.
The likcly bene{it of such language tests
on rL teaching has already l¡een mentioned,
but they also offer a rich possibilitv for accurate diagnosis of language difficulties. The
'clata' on which the assessment is made is
1:rngtrage freely chosen ancl procluced by
each candidate. As such it is much more
likely to provicle useful evidence of definable
needs for future study amo'nr.q candidates in
the 'l>orclerline' categories than the disjoint:d
array of 'errors' appearing on the check-sheet
of an otrjective test.

language.
Coxclusri,¡N

f'hese articles have sketched a radically different approach to the assessment of nr profi-

ciencv from the one adopted by exponents
of objective testing. A particular objection
Iikely to be raised is 'how does one separatc
a candiclate's language ability from his general mental qualities? Is this not an examination rather than a test?' f'he writer does
not see this as a major difficulty. A Er user
mav well have an agile mind but, poor knowleclge of the rr. will impede the full clisplay
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